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What TGCaps IS and ISN’T

TGCaps I S :

TGCaps was originally a recapping subset of TGComics, but morphed into its own site which is, quite frankly, a work 
in progress, and probably always will be (we hope).

TGCaps is a site where contributors post recaptioned art that is their own or another’s. The ‘art’ can be any free-hand  
or rendered digital image that is not photographic or in any way a ‘live’ image (real people in photos, etc..., there’s plenty 
of that out there already). Note: We acknowledge all copyright authorities and our contributors should too.

TGCaps content explores gender roles, and gender identity, predominantly of the male-to-female variety, mostly in the 
form of fantasy, and  could be described as exploring a fetish or simply wish fulfillment. The main point is that explora-
tion of the idea of changing genders is the goal here, and is hopefully done in an interesting, entertaining, often humor-
ous way.

A Historical Note:  As part of TGCaps move to a new provider in late 2013, new management was added, and policy 
changes imposed on users, contributors, and content. This left us with some legacy content that is not entirely compat-
ible with the revised site policies, so much pre-move content has been grandfathered. The owners of any content that 
is perceived as non-compliant will have the option of removing the item(s), but will not be obliged to do so. While 
non-compliance will generally be defined by the creator/owner and/or other designated management, input on this 
matter will be accepted via the Forum, PM, or email.

TGCaps I S  N OT :

TGCaps is NOT a porn site. It does contain some sexually explicit material, but the site is intended to have enough 
breadth that it will always contain a wide variety of content, so in theory nobody will like everything posted here (not 
that anybody does like everything now, but you get the idea!). So whether you classify TGCaps as a porn site, a fetish 
site, or whatever, please understand that we welcome a variety of content.

http://tgcomics.com/cover.php


This site will never contain images depicting subjects such as pedophilia, necrophilia, extreme gore, death rape, bestiality, 
incest, etc. Any BDSM depicted will need to be an extremely mild variety, simply because the site creator/owner is squea-
mish about such things. If you want to read TG comics along those lines, then Lustomic or Carmenica Diaz are good 
bets.

There probably won’t be any TG with furry either since there are other sites for that (but it’s not an impossibility that 
furry of some sort might appear.). 

TGCaps is not about making positive depictions of TG characters to better the plight of transgendered people across 
the planet. While a noble goal, that is not a focus of this website. If you are indeed interested in making the world a 
more positive place for transgendered people, there are other sites far better suited for this task. And if what you want 
isn’t out there, then maybe it’s time to consider creating something yourself. It’s not too hard!

How to Make TGCaps Better.

TGCaps is open to most kinds of images with a TG-related conception, generally following the creator/owner’s person-
al predilections about content (see Rules above), but the site is meant to be pretty wide-open. We don’t hit the mark ev-
ery time, although that’s what we’re striving for. Most of the existing cappers on this site will likely continue to do things 
along the lines of what they’ve been doing. But if you know someone else whose work is great and you think belongs 
here, contact us via email or PM.

Please keep in mind that while we’re open to images and recaps along many different subject lines, they should have both 
a good theme and good art. Good design is something that makes a difference, so if you’re interested in making some 
comic book covers, panels or anything else, think about the fonts you choose to use, the margin around those fonts, the 
general layout of the page, and other elements that will make your image both pleasing to view and easy to read.

We hope you enjoy your visits, appreciate the inspired work of our contributors, and offer them encouragement and 
praise whenever you can (via the Forum, of course).

For further guidance or questions, please contact the following:

Principle Moderator/Administrator:      lorna@tgcaps.com

Owner:    femur@tgcaps.com

http://www.lustomic.com/
http://carmenicadiaz.com/
mailto:lorna@tgcaps.com
mailto:femur@tgcaps.com

